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ABSTRACT 

This paper details two perception experiments 

based on synthetic British English obtained with 

CART models predicting phone durations in slow 

speech from normal speed speech. Speech rate and 

naturalness were assessed by 6 English natives. 

Synthetic slow speech was rated as both slower 

and less natural than natural slow speech; however, 

the insertion of the pauses produced in natural 

slow speech into the synthetic recordings suggests 

a better approximation of natural speech in terms 

of both naturalness and perceived speech rate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The research described here fits in a more global 

project concerning the modeling of orthogonal 

prosodic dimensions in discourse ([3, 13]). These 

orthogonal prosodic dimensions have been shown 

to play an important part in the marking of the 

topical structure of discourse, for instance with 

increased pitch level and range signaling the 

beginning of a new topic, and lower pitch level and 

 a g  (“f  al low    g”) a   h    d of  op c  ([9, 

21]). More specifically, our current research 

focuses on speech rate in British English. With 

relation to discourse structure, slower speech rate 

is involved in the marking of topic beginnings 

([12, 18]) and topic ends together with final 

lengthening ([18, 21]). 

This paper builds upon the Classification And 

Regression Tree (CART) predictive model 

presented in [4], which can be used to generate 

a   f c ally  low d dow  u    a c   f om “ o mal 

speech  a  ”   pu . Ou    udy  hu  co     u    a 

follow-up to the quantitative (objective) evaluation 

given in [4] and more specifically assesses the 

(subjective) perception of slow speech synthesized 

with this model in terms of speech rate and 

naturalness. 

Section 2 provides an overview of the synthesis 

procedure, with particular focus on the CART 

models and their implementations. Sections 3 and 

4 detail the perception experiments and section 5 

provides a temporary conclusion and perspectives. 

2. SYNTHESIS 

2.1. CART models 

Classical regression techniques, such as linear 

models, are not easily interpretable with the kind 

of complex patterns reported in [4], with 

interactions between such parameters as Speaker, 

Phase (normal vs. slow speech), Stress or Position 

within the Inter-Silence Segment (ISS). 

Classification And Regression Trees (CARTs; [8]), 

may thus be preferred, with the advantage of 

selecting the most significant parameters, 

p o  d  g “ho    ”     ma    of  h    p  fo ma c , 

allowing both categorical and continuous features 

to be considered and allowing straightforward 

interpretation of the results (see [17] for an 

illustration in segmental duration modeling). 

2.1.1. Generation 

In [4], the CARTs were generated within the R 

environment using the rpart package ([19]). Tree 

over-fitting was controlled through cost-

complexity pruning and cross-validation over the 

entire data set (thresholds reminded below), a 

method proposed in [8] which minimizes the 

variance of the prediction error as a function of 

tree length. The training and predictions of the 

CARTs were carried out on the same data set (20 

utterances by three different speakers). 

Two groups of CARTs predicting phone 

durations were produced for each speaker, with 

fu  h   d     c  o  b  w    Ab  c omb  ’  [1] a d 

Ja   m’  [11] rhythmic models. This allowed a 

comparison of the models (which differ in the 

definition of their rhythmic units) in terms of 

phone duration predictions. The initial parameter 

set was restricted to Stress, Rhythmic unit type 
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(Ab  c omb  ’  mod l vs. Ja   m’  mod l), 

Number of constituents and Position (from 

beginning and from end) in the ISS, the rhythmic 

unit and the syllable. 

2.1.2. Quantitative evaluation of the predictions 

[4] provides results for phone durations for a single 

speaker (Speaker F) in both normal and slow 

speech, with a comparison of the contributions of 

Ab  c omb  ’  a d Ja   m’  mod l . Op  m   d 

CARTs (normal and slow speech) were generated 

w  h Ab  c omb  ’  a d Ja   m’  mod l   h ough 

cost-complexity pruning with thresholds of 0.021 

(no mal  p  ch; Ab  c omb  ’  mod l), 0.024 

( o mal  p  ch; Ja   m’  mod l), 0.023 ( low 

 p  ch; Ab  c omb  ’  mod l), 0.023 ( low 

 p  ch; Ja   m’  mod l). 

As can be seen in table 1, both models provide 

a mean absolute error of about 13 ms in normal 

speech and 16 ms in slow speech (analogous to the 

values given in [17] with a similar method). 

How    , CART  g    a  d u   g Ja   m’  mod l 

display lower complexity (fewer splits). 

Table 1: CART mean absolute error and split 

complexity (speaker F). 

Speech rate Rhythmic

Model 

Mean abs. 

error 

Split 

complexity 

Normal 
Ab  c omb  ’  12.5 5 

Ja   m’  13 3 

Slow 
Ab  c omb  ’  15.5 4 

Ja   m’  16 2 

2.2. Implementation 

Speech signals corresponding to the CARTs 

generated for speaker F were synthesized from 

 a u al “ o mal  p  d”   co d  g  u   g TD-

PSOLA [14] resynthesis within Praat v 5.2.15 [5]. 

The minimum and maximum F0 values used for 

PSOLA resynthesis were computed using the 

quartile-based methodology provided in the 

Momel Praat plugin ([10]). 

A total of 4 synthetic recordings were generated 

for each utterance: Abercrombie-based or Jassem-

based synthetic slow speech, with and without the 

pau    f om  h   p ak  ’  o  g  al  low   co d  g 

(see [4] for a detailed analysis of pauses). 

3. PERCEPTION TEST 1: SPEECH RATE 

The purpose of this first test was to evaluate the 

speech rate of slow synthetic recordings as 

perceived by natives in relation to both normal and 

slow natural recordings. 

3.1. Method 

The experiment was conducted in a quiet room in 

Lille 3 University on a Dell Latitude E5500 

computer running Perceval Software v 3.0.5 ([2]) 

under MS Windows XP SP3. The stimuli were 

heard through Sennheiser HD 280 Pro headphones 

and subjects responded using the Perceval Button 

box. 

After a short training session, subjects listened 

to the recordings and were instructed to rate them 

in terms of speech rate on a 5-point scale ranging 

f om “   y  low” (1)  o “ o mal” (5);  h  ab   c  

of fast speech was explicitly mentioned. The 

instructions were displayed on the computer screen 

during the whole experiment. 

The audio stimuli consisted of 120 (6 versions 

of 20 different utterances) PSOLA resynthesized 

44.1 kHz mono wav files: 

 Version A: Natural, normal speech  

 Version B: Natural, slow speech  

 Version B_A1: Synthetic, slow speech; 

Abercrombie model; source: version A 

 Version B_A2: Synthetic, slow speech; 

Abercrombie model; sources: version A + 

pauses from version B 

 Version B_J1: Synthetic, slow speech; Jassem 

model; source: version A 

 Version B_J2: Synthetic, slow speech; Jassem 

model; sources: version A + pauses from 

version B 

Versions A and B were resynthesized without 

any prosodic changes in order to minimize any 

perceptive bias due to PSOLA artefacts. 

Each stimulus consisted of a single utterance (5 

to 13 words, 8 to 25 syllables) originally read by a 

female British English native speaker (see [6] for a 

description of this sub-corpus). 

The subjects were 6 native speakers of British 

English (5 female, 1 male; 1 left-handed), aged 

between 20 and 23, and did not report any hearing 

problems. 

All the statistical analyses were carried out 

within R (base package and packages irr and 

mclust), and showed no influence of gender or 

lateral preference on the responses. 

3.2. Results 

The first interesting result concerns inter-rater 

agreement. We found significant differences 

between subjects in terms of responses 

(F(5,714)=20.37, p<0.001; ICC(A,1)=0.56; 
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ICC(C,1)=0.66), with subjects 1 and 6 on the one 

hand and 2, 3 and 5 on the other pooling together, 

and subject 4 an intermediate rater (TukeyHSD 

test). The specificity of subjects 1 and 6 lay in an 

increased use of lower values, and an 

overrepresented central response (level #3) for 

subject 4. These differences were neutralized using 

z-score standardization for each rater 

(F(5,714)=1.895e-06, p=1). 

Among the factors analyzed in this study 

(version, order of presentation, version of the 

previous stimulus, reaction time and their 

interactions), version, unsurprisingly, was the only 

significant factor (F(5,642)=189.95, p<0.001). 

Figure 1 represents the standardized responses by 

version. Post hoc analyses (TukeyHSD) showed 

that version A (natural normal speed speech; mean 

z-response=1.557) was rated significantly higher 

than all other versions; version B (natural slow 

speech; z-response=0.255) was rated significantly 

higher than all other (synthetic) slow speech 

versions. The synthetic versions including version 

B pauses (B_A2 and B_J2) did not significantly 

differ from each other (TukeyHSD p=0.98), and 

display higher (though non-significant) values than 

the synthetic version based on version A only 

(B_A1 and B_J1). 

Figure 1: Z-standardized responses by version. 

A B B_A1 B_A2 B_J1 B_J2

-3
-2

-1
0

1
2

z-transformed response by type

 

Analyses carried out on reaction time showed 

significant differences between raters 

(F(5,305)=11.22, p<0.001), which were 

neutralized using z-score standardization 

(F(5,642)=0.02, p=0.99). Of all the factors 

considered, order of presentation of the stimuli was 

the only parameter to significantly impact reaction 

time (F(1,718)=11.83, p<0.001); with an adjusted 

r
2
 of 0.015, and a coefficient of -0.004, however 

order of presentation only weakly diminished 

reaction time as the experiment unfolded. 

4. PERCEPTION TEST 2: NATURALNESS 

The purpose of this second test was to evaluate the 

naturalness of slow synthetic recordings as 

perceived by natives in relation to both normal and 

slow natural recordings. 

4.1. Method 

Experiments 1 and 2 were carried out sequentially. 

Experimental conditions, equipment and subjects 

were identical in both cases. 

After a short training session, subjects listened 

to the stimuli and were instructed to rate them in 

terms of naturalness on a 5-point scale ranging 

f om “   y u  a u al” (1)  o “(clo    o)  a u al” 

(5). The instructions were displayed on the 

computer screen during the whole experiment. 

The audio stimuli consisted of 100 (5 versions 

of 20 different utterances) PSOLA resynthesized 

44.1 kHz mono wav files. These files were 

identical to those used in experiment 1, with the 

exception of version A files, which were not used 

in this experiment, thus providing natural (version 

B) and synthetic (versions B_A1, B_A2, B_J1 and 

B_J2) slow speech stimuli only. 

As in the first experiment, version B was 

resynthesized without any prosodic changes in 

order to minimize any perceptive bias due to 

PSOLA artefacts. 

4.2. Results 

Here too, inter-rater agreement was shown to be 

rather moderate (ICC(A,1)=0.36; ICC(C,1)=0.46) 

with significant differences between raters 

(F(5,594)=28.74, p<0.001). TukeyHSD analyses 

showed that subjects pooled into 2 sub-groups: 

subjects 1 and 5 (with more low ratings) and 

subjects 2, 3, 4 and 6. Here again, these differences 

were neutralized using z-score standardization 

(F(5,594)= 3.083e-06, p=1). 

As can be seen in figure 2, only stimulus 

version was found to significantly influence z-

standardized responses (F(4,544)= 28.63, 

p<0.001). Version B (mean=0.78) was rated as 

more natural than all the synthetic versions 

(TukeyHSD p=0). Only B_J1 (mean=-0.39) 

differed from the other synthetic versions. 

Analyses carried out on reaction time showed 

significant differences between raters 

(F(5,305)=4.7, p<0.001), with subject 6 displaying 
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significantly higher values (TukeyHSD p<0.05). 

These differences were neutralized using z-score 

standardization (F(5,305)=0.004, p=1). Stimulus 

version was the only factor to weakly influence z-

standardized reaction time (F(4,305)=2.48, 

p<0.05), with reaction times for version B_J1 

significantly higher (TukeyHSD p<0.05) than for 

version B. 

Figure 2: Z-standardized responses by version. 
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5. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

CART-modeled slow synthetic speech generated 

from normal speed recordings was judged 

significantly slower and less natural than human 

“ low  p  d” u    a c  . No d ff    c   w    

found between stimuli based on CARTs using 

Ab  c omb  ’  o  Ja   m’  mod l ,  hu  fu  h   

confirming ([6, 7]) the intere   of Ja   m’  

approach to rhythm in English. 

Our results also suggest that the inclusion of  

“ a u al” pau        y  h   c  p  ch   duc   a 

closer approximation of natural speech in terms of 

speech rate and naturalness as perceived by 

natives. Further research will therefore focus on 

the modeling of pauses. Perceptual discrimination, 

finally, will be tackled following [15] and [16], 

more specifically between the synthetic versions 

used in this study. 
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